
 

Starheart presents MAKTA by Doosung Hwang and Ardubi
(White)

An innovative utility device for the perfect coin magic! The  Makta is a versatile
utility gimmick that allows you to create a coin anywhere, anytime.

Imagine this.

A cup is placed where you can't touch it, and you can't even reach it. The coin in
your hand disappears and the audience can hear a clinking sound from the cup.
It's not just a sound - the coin appears inside the cup! The coin can be handed
directly to the spectator. You can even give it away as a gift!

Makta can be used in a variety of ways. It's very powerful on its own or can be
used with many of your favorite coin routines. You can make an impossible
climax to all of our favorite routines like Miser's Dream or Coin to Glass! The best
part is that it can be used with almost any cup. It's easy to attach to any cup,
even a borrowed one, and in no time at all, it becomes your secret Makta cup.
Small, slim, and lightweight, this gimmick is easy to carry around and can be
performed any time you want.

Also, it can be used with half-dollar-sized coins or any coin smaller. There are no
modifications to the gimmick or additional items to attach or remove, the Makta
itself will accept any coin. It also has three different modes. So, you can
comfortably perform it hands-free.

Makta Features

Small, slim, and lightweight
Works with any cup (even borrowed cups)
 Fits all half dollar or smaller coins
Easy and comfortable to handle
 Three modes (2 of them for hands-free performances)
Can be used on its own for a very interesting effect
 Makes a spectacular ending to an existing routine
 Versatile utility device

 Comes in two colors, black and white.
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Black: Easy to remove with black art using clothes or silk after the performance

White: Prevents flash when performed with a cup with a white interior
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